
T he world was staggering on the
edge of the abyss of global war-
fare. The German empire was
on her beginning leg of blitz-

krieging through central Europe striving
to fulfill her lust for world domination,
and thus, sending shock waves of unpar-
alleled tension over the entire planet. On
our home front, the United States was
weighing through her own trials and
tribulations. Crime ran rampant. Fear,
anxiety and social unrest were the norm
of a country desperately seeking to lift
herself out of the most extreme depres-
sion ever encountered. To many, the
Apocalypse seemed to be thundering over
the horizon. We needed something good
and encouraging to look to. America need-
ed a hero. However, this champion need
not only possess extraordinary strength,
power, and courage as tradition would
demand; but stand completely invulner-
able to any device or weapon man could
forge against him. Not just a hero, but a
SUPERHERO. And the stage was set…
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The year was 1938.A neophyte comic book company,
re c e n t ly purchased by Harry Donenfi e l d , N a t i o n a l
Pe riodical Publ i c a t i o n s ( re-named DC or D e t e c t i ve

Comics in April,1940),decided to take a gamble on a new
character that had been brushed aside by several newspa-
per syndicators as “not having extraordinary appeal,”“An
immature piece of work,” and basically being too unbe-
lievable for the public to accept. Consequently, the most
original and ambitious idea of the 20th century lay six

years (since 1933) collecting dust on a shelf.Writer Jerry
Siegel and artist Joe Shuster had all but given up hope that

their creation would ever see the printing pre s s .
Everyone, but everyone seemed to have shunned and
laughed at these teenager’s radical new idea of an alien

from a distant galaxy who could perform spectacular
super-human feats never seen or heard of befo re .

Everyone except National’s Editor-in-Chief, Vincent A.
Sullivan.He,and he alone perceived the potential here.He
knew. This was The Big One. Following his gut instinct,
Sullivan decided to debut the character in and on the front
cover of the very first issue of Action Comics (June,1938).

Lo and behold,here he was at last.In all his splendor and
glory; battling a trio of bewildered thugs, and destroying
their last hope of escape by smashing their automobile
into a nearby hillside. Here for the very first time in histo-
ry, readers would glimpse this magnificent wonderman in
his striking bright costume displaying the three primary
colors red, yellow and blue. The unmistakable red cape
flowing behind his shoulders like a medieval banner of
war, and of course,the classic “S”insignia boldly displayed
across his massive chest. Prepare yourselves, SUPERMAN
had arrived.

Action Comics #1 is the most important and influential
comic book to ever grace the newsstands.This landmark
issue introduced the world to the legendary Superman,
one of the most renown,beloved and enduring characters
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of all time.He is the first and most significant of all super-
heros.This monumental event would catapult an industry
in its embryonic stages into what would become known as
The Golden-Age of Comic Books (Ju n e , 1 9 3 8 - 1 9 4 5 ) .
Superman would lay the foundation and open the flood
gates for a tidal wave of other super-powered do-gooders
that would soon follow in his wake. In his book Secret
Origins of the DC Superheros, Dennis O’Neal writes,
“Comics were his and, purists insist… best medium. Not
the least of his accomplishments is that he transformed the
comic-book business from a marginal enterprise operated
on promises, hopes, and post dated checks into a major
industry.” Carmine Infantino, one of DC Comics all-time
best and most influential artists says,“Superman literally
created this industry… He’s the key, the granddaddy of
them all.He has become an imperishable part of American
folklore.”

Jim Steranko, in his History of Comics (Volume 1)
describes the Kryptonian as “a bold and bright figure…
Not only would every costumed hero to follow be pat-
terned after the Man of Steel’s powers, but his costume
wo u l d , of necessity, be some blend or synthesis of
Superman’s own. He was nobility among superheros. He
was born a monarch. He never even found it necessary to
wear a mask like the re s t … ” C o - c reator Je rry Siege l
describes his inspiration for Superman as,“All of a sudden
it hits me.I conceive a character like Samson,Hercules and
all the strong men I ever heard of rolled into one. Only
more so.”

At the very heart of his inception and birth speaks the
Biblical lesson of making the ultimate sacrifice for the
deliverance and betterment of mankind.Krypton’s greatest
scientist Jor-El prophetically announces to the Ruling
Science Council within The Hall of Wisdom that their high-
ly advanced and thriving planet is doomed. He states,
“Internal stresses deep within our planet have caused
instability in Krypton’s core! Very soon, Krypton will
explode like a gigantic bomb.We must build giant Space-

A rks to carry our people to another world! Eart h ! ”
However, his dire pleas for a mass exodus are met with
mocking laughter and dismissed as a self-serving, ambi-
tious act to bring fear on the people in order to control
and manipulate them.In furious haste, Jor-El builds a small
rocketship that will carry his wife Lara and only son Kal-El
to safety on the distant planet Earth. Ever faithful, Lara
decides to stay at her husband’s side as the couple blast
the last survivor of their proud race into the endless reach-
es of outer space just as Krypton violently explodes into
oblivion.

The rocketship rests down onto a small patch of grass
on Earth.The infant is discovered and adopted by Jonathan
and Martha Kent who raise the child as their own and
name the infant Clark. As he reaches maturity Clark dis-
covers,“he could easily hurdle a twenty story building,leap
1/8 of a mile,raise unbelievable weights, run faster then an
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express train, and that nothing less then a bursting shell
could penetrate his skin (soon not even this could faze
him).”

“To whom much is given, much is required,” and The
Man of Steel would come to fulfill this Scripture to the
utmost degree. “Clark decided he must turn his titanic
strength into channels that would benefit mankind. And
so was created… Superman! Champion of the oppressed.
The physical marvel who had sworn to devote his exis-
tence to helping those in need!” Superman would soon
become the greatest superhero of all time.

Action Comics #1, along with many early Golden-Age
comic books,is quite difficult to locate in any condition.
High grade copies (Very Fine and above) are almost non-
existent.When they do surface into the marketplace,these
rare issues usually command record prices time and time

again.The Overstreet Comic Book Price Guide, published
by Robert M. Overstreet, is considered the “Bible” for
comic book collectors and dealers.This guide sets the stan-
dards for the industry on such issues as grading, pricing,
and historical facts of comic books from 1933 to present
day. Overstreet estimates that there could be 75+ total
copies of Action Comics #1 still in existence.There is only
one known copy in Near Mint condition (Edger Church
“Mile High”copy) which has not sold for many years.Value
and pricing vary widely (as with most key Golden-Age
Comics), with current guide hovering at $90,000 in Fine
condition and escalating to $285,000 in Near Mint. The
most valuable comic book.

During the summer of 1939, National rolled the dice a
second time with the publishing of their new superstar in
his very own magazine. Superman #1 initiated the very
first and foremost comic book to be entirely devoted to
one hero and proved that this superhero genre could suc-
ceed without the support of other characters or backup
features.This book is unique because of this and continues
to remain in high demand among collectors all over the
world. Guiding at $42,000 in Fine and $175,000 in Near
Mint.There are no known copies in Near Mint at present
time.
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